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ABSTRACT
Aim For reliable assessment of ataxia severity in children, the Childhood Ataxia and Cerebellar
Group of the European Pediatric Neurology Society aimed to validate the Scale for Assessment
and Rating of Ataxia (SARA) according to age.
Method Twenty-two pediatric ataxia experts from 15 international institutions scored videotaped
SARA performances in 156 typically developing children (4-16y: m/f=1; 12 children per year of age;
including nine different nationalities). We determined age-dependency and reliability of pediatric
SARA scores by a mixed model.
Results In typically developing children, age was the only variable that revealed a relationship
with SARA scores (p<0.001). The youngest children revealed the highest scores and the highest
variation in scores (<8y; p<0.001). After 11 years of age, pediatric scores approached adult outcomes.
The interobserver agreement of total SARA scores was substantial with an intraclass correlation
coefficient of 0.63 (95% CI; 0.56–0.69; p<0.001).
Interpretation In typically developing European children, both SARA scores and interobserver
agreement are age-dependent. For reliable interpretation of pediatric SARA scores, consideration
of the underlying test construct appears prudent. These data will hopefully contribute to a correct
and uniform interpretation of longitudinal SARA scores from childhood to adulthood.
Abbreviations
SARA
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INTRODUCTION
Reliable ataxia biomarkers are crucial for the assessment of ataxia severity in patients with early
onset ataxia.1 The Scale for Assessment and Rating of Ataxia (SARA) is composed of eight items
in the domains of gait and posture (gait, stance, and sitting; 0–18 points), kinetics (finger-nose,
finger-chase, fast-alternating-hand-movements, and heelshin slide; 0–16 points), and speech
(0–6 points). SARA scores may thus vary from 0 (no ataxia) to 40 (most severe ataxia).2 In adult
patients with ataxia, SARA scores are characterized by a direct association with ataxia severity
and by high interobserver agreement.2-4 In children with ataxia, this information is still incomplete.
Since cerebellar networks for coordinated motor output develop during childhood, physiological
immature motor features can overlap with ‘ataxic’ features. 5-8 This implies that different stages in
physiological neurodevelopment could induce a bias in the interpretation of SARA scores.8
To elucidate the potential influence by development, we aimed to investigate the SARA
in typically developing children of 4 to 16 years of age. We reasoned that age-related insight in
SARA scores and in the reliability of SARA scores would contribute to reliable data interpretation
of longitudinal therapeutic trials and would also contribute to reliable data entry in international
Early Onset Ataxia databases. In the present study, the Childhood Ataxia and Cerebellar Group of
the European Pediatric Neurology Society therefore set out to validate SARA in typically developing
children.

6

METHODS
Study design
The medical ethical committees of all collaborating centres approved the study. All participating
children (when older than 12y) and their parents gave written informed consent. Children younger
than 12 years of age provided assent.
In typically developing children, we determined age-related predictive values and the
reliability of the SARA scores. By open advertisement, we recruited 156 children from nine different
European countries in the age range from 4 to 16 years (six boys and six girls per year of age). For
sample size calculation, see Appendix S2 (online supporting information). The inclusion criteria
involved typically developing children following mainstream education. The exclusion criteria
involved neurological or skeletal disorders that could interfere with motor coordination, muscle
weakness (reflected by a positive Gower’s maneuver), and prescribed medication with known side
effects on motor behaviour.8 The parents of all children completed a questionnaire concerning their
own educational achievement, their child’s educational achievement, and their child’s participation
in sports and medication. We documented the children’s height, weight, and head circumference.
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SARA assessment
In all children, we videotaped SARA performances. To minimize anxiety, children were allowed to
perform the SARA tasks in presence of their parents, friends, or siblings. All assessors were instructed
to score SARA performances according to the official adult SARA guidelines.2 We randomized and
distributed the video recordings amongst 22 ataxia experts (pediatric neurologists and investigators
of nine nationalities), resulting in four to six assessors per child (mean: five assessors per child). We
provided each assessor with one set of 13 or a multiplicity of 13 children (each set of 13 children
consisted of one child per year of age in the age range of 4-16y), so that individual assessor-related
influences were equally distributed over the full age range. We determined the influence of age
and other variables (such as BMI, sex, sport participation, school performances, and educational
achievement) on the SARA scores. As body weight, sex, sports participation, and intelligence
are described in association with coordinated motor function,7-10 we controlled for the potential
influence of these variables on the SARA scores. After controlling for potential influences on the
SARA scores, we determined the SARA score age-dependency and calculated age-dependent SARA
predictive values. By comparison between three different age subgroups (4-7y, 8-11y, and 12-16y),
we determined whether the variance in SARA scores varied with age. The above-described analyses
were separately determined for total SARA scores and for the sub-scores gait, kinetic, and speech.
To avoid potential SARA speech sub-score bias by different native languages (of included children
and assessors),11 we additionally processed the results of a syllable repetition task (involving ‘la-lala’ and ‘pata-pata-pata’) in each participant. As outcomes were not statistically different between
SARA speech and syllable repetition tasks (Wilcoxon signed Rank test, p=0.493), we provide the
standard outcomes of the SARA speech sub-scores.
Statistical analysis
We performed statistical analyses using SPSS statistics 20 for Windows. ‘SARA scores’ represent
the mean score of all obtained assessments per child. We assessed normality of the residuals of
the SARA scores by a histogram. Per year of age, we determined the deviation from the mean total
SARA scores (individual mean total SARA scores minus the mean total SARA scores per age category)
and we compared the outcomes between three age subgroups (4-7y, 8-11y, and 12-16y) by KruskalWallis Test (with posthoc Mann-Whitney U test, if significant). We determined the influence of age
and other variables by a mixed model with children and observers as random effects, assuming
independency of both variables. We determined a linear relation between SARA scores and age. In
absence of a linear relationship, we performed a single log-transformation to obtain this effect. In
absence of homogeneous variances, we applied a subsequent log-log transformation.
Since age was the only predictive variable in our preceding pilot study,8 we determined
the effect of age, first. Subsequently, we determined the additional effect of the other variables
on the SARA scores by a fixed effect. These variables included: sex, BMI, sport participations,
school performance, and parental education. We selected the strongest model by comparing the
Akaike Information Criterium between the different models. In case of a lower Akaike Information
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Criterium in a ‘nested model’, we performed a likelihood ratio, to determine the significant effect
of the additional variable. We determined the 95 per cent prediction interval (PI) on SARA scores
by correcting outcomes for inter- and intra-observer variation by the formula:
y=b0+b1*X±t*SDres*√(1+1/n+((X-X̄ )2/Sxx)
(where b0=intercept of the linear line; b1=effect of significant variables; X=age; t=1.987; SDres=standard
deviation of the residuals and the variation and covariation of the observers; n=number of subjects;
X̄ =mean age value; S xx =sum of square of all ages).
Provided that age would be the solitary predictive parameter (in accordance with the
preceding pilot study),8 we also aimed to compare the SARA score age-relatedness between the
present European trial and the preceding pilot study.8 According to the preceding pilot study, we
therefore determined the explained variance of age on the total SARA scores (R2) by a polynominal
analysis with a one phase decay trend line. We determined the Intraclass Correlation Coefficient (ICC;
children and assessors regarded as random factors) for interobserver agreement. We interpreted
ICC outcomes according to the criteria of Landis and Koch (<0.20 slight; 0.21–0.40 fair; 0.41–0.60
moderate; 0.61–0.80 substantial; >0.81 almost perfect).12 In the first 52 children, we controlled for
the potential effects of sampling by comparing the ICC between sampled and non-sampled SARA
assessments (six random assessors versus 13 consistent assessors/child, respectively). Results
revealed similar interobserver agreement on total SARA scores (ICC=0.66 vs. 0.62, respectively),
with no statistical differences on agreement of total SARA scores and SARA sub-scores between
random and consistent assessors (Wilcoxon signed rank test). All statistical tests were two-sided.
We considered a p-value lower than 0.05 as statistically significant.

RESULTS
Participant characteristics are indicated in Table SI. Children with missing data (see Table SI) were
excluded from the multivariate analysis.
Total SARA scores
The residuals of total SARA scores were visually normally distributed in a histogram. With increasing
age, the variance in total SARA scores declined significantly, revealing more variance in total SARA
scores in the 4 to 7 years of age subgroup compared to the 8 to 11 years of age subgroup. In the
8 to 11 years of age subgroup, the variance in total SARA scores was also higher compared to the
12 to 16 years age subgroup (all p<0.001; Fig. 1a,b). Comparing the presently observed SARA score
age relationship with the preceding results from the pilot study8 revealed 1 per cent difference in
explained SARA score variance by age (see Fig. 1c). As total SARA scores per year of age did not reveal
a linear trend (see Fig. 1b,c), we transformed the scores by “ln(ln(SARA+1)+1)”, resulting in a linear
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Figure 1: Total Scale for assessment and Rating of Ataxia (SARA) scores in typically developing children.

(A) Variance in total SARA scores. The x-axis represents age in years. The y-axis represents SARA score deviations
from the mean score (i.e. the individual total SARA score minus the mean total SARA score of the age group).
The mean total score of the age group is set at 0 and is represented by the middle line. Children younger than
8 years of age show more variation in SARA scores than older children. (B) Total SARA scores per year of age.
The x-axis represents age and the y-axis represents mean total SARA scores. Boxes represent the median
and lower and upper quartiles. Whiskers represent the minimum and maximum scores. (C) Representation
of the age-related total scores of the preceding pilot study 8 and the current European Trial, determined by a
polynominal analysis with an one phase decay trend line. R 2 represents the explained variance of age on total
SARA scores. The x-axis represents age in years. The y-axis represents mean total SARA scores. The Dutch local
pilot study8 and the current European trial revealed a similar SARA score age-dependency.

trend until the age of 11 years. From 12 years onwards, the “ln(ln(SARA+1)+1)” remained constant.
In a mixed model with children and observers as random effects, age was the only fixed variable
that revealed evidence of a relationship with the “ln(ln(SARA+1)+1)”; (p<0.001). The variables, sex,
BMI, sport participations, school performance, and parental education, did not render a significant
change on the Akaike Information Criterium and were therefore omitted from our model (see Table
SII). We determined the mean predictive total SARA scores with a 95% PI by the formula:
y=1.236–0.102*age (±1.987*0.315*√ (1.01+(age–7.5)2/503.975)).
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Figure 2: Age-related prediction model for Scale for Assessment and Rating of Ataxia (SARA) total and subscale scores.

(A) The mean predictive total SARA scores. The x-axis represents age in years and the y-axis represents total
SARA scores. (B) The mean predictive scores for SARA gait. (C) The mean predictive scores for SARA kinetics.
(D-F) The mean predictive scores for SARA total, gait and kinetics with the 95% prediction interval (PI). The
x-axis represents age in years and the y-axis represents total SARA sub-scores. The solid line represents the
mean predictive total SARA sub-scores and the dashed line represents the 95% PI.

We transformed the data back to the original appearance (see Fig. 2). For the mean predictive
total SARA scores per year of age and 95% PI, see Table I. Pediatric total SARA scores approached
adult values from 12 years of age onwards, with a mean predictive value of 0.1 (95% PI; 0.0–1.4),
see Figure 2a,d.
SARA sub-scales
In a mixed model with children and observers as random effects, age was the only variable that
related with the SARA gait and kinetics sub-scales. Comparison between individual sub-scales
revealed that SARA gait scores approximated adult values before kinetic scores (at 10 and 12 years
of age, respectively). For mean sub-scale scores and 95% PI, see Figures 2a-f and Table I. The SARA
speech sub-scale was not assessable with a mixed model because of low variance in the range of
sub-scores.
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Table I: Age-related predictive values for SARA total and sub-scales in typically developing children
Age
(years)
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16

Total SARA scores
Mean (95%PI)
2.6 (0.2–26.7)
1.9 (0.1–17.0)
1.4 (0.0–11.3)
1.0 (0.0–7.7)
0.7 (0.0–5.4)
0.5 (0.0–3.9)
0.3 (0.0–2.9)
0.1 (0.0–2.1)
0.1 (0.0–1.4)
0.1 (0.0–1.4)
0.1 (0.0–1.4)
0.1 (0.0–1.4)
0.1 (0.0–1.4)

Gait sub-scores
Mean (95%PI)
0.7 (0.0–2.8)
0.6 (0.0–2.2)
0.4 (0.0–1.8)
0.3 (0.0–1.4)
0.2 (0.0–1.2)
0.1 (0.0–0.9)
0.0 (0.0–0.7)
0.0 (0.0–0.6)
0.0 (0.0–0.6)
0.0 (0.0–0.6)
0.0 (0.0–0.6)
0.0 (0.0–0.6)
0.0 (0.0–0.6)

Kinetic sub-scores
Mean (95%PI)
1.7 (0.2–9.0)
1.3 (0.1–6.6)
1.0 (0.0–4.9)
0.7 (0.0–3.7)
0.5 (0.0–2.8)
0.3 (0.0–2.2)
0.2 (0.0–1.7)
0.1 (0.0–1.3)
0.0 (0.0–1.0)
0.0 (0.0–1.0)
0.0 (0.0–1.0)
0.0 (0.0–1.0)
0.0 (0.0–1.0)

Age-related predictive values for SARA total, gait, and kinetic sub-scales. Mean and 95% PI is based on a
mixed model with random effects for children and observers. SARA sub-scores are never identical to zero.
PI, prediction interval.

Interobserver agreement
The interobserver agreement on total SARA scores was substantial (ICC 0.63 [95% CI; 0.56–0.69];
p<0.001).12 The ICC values for the SARA sub-scales gait, kinetic, and speech were 0.57 (95% CI;
0.50–0.63), 0.55 (95% CI; 0.48–0.62) and 0.07 (95% CI; 0.0–0.13) respectively.12

DISCUSSION
The Childhood Ataxia and Cerebellar Group of the European Pediatric Neurology Society aimed to
validate SARA for age and to provide insight in the reliability of the scores. In children, both SARA
scores and interobserver agreement are related with the age of the child.
In the present study, we obtained and processed SARA scores provided by an international
group of ataxia experts in a heterogeneous European group of typically developing children.
Analogous to the preceding local Dutch pilot study,8 we determined and compared SARA score agedependency between both studies. The observed consistency of the SARA score age-relatedness
is attributed to the robustness of the SARA. The relationship between SARA scores and age is
explained by the physiological development of motor coordination,7 reflecting ongoing maturation
of the pediatric cerebellum and cerebellar networks.5,13 As physiologically immature motor
behaviour can confound ‘ataxia’ scores, 5-8 we may thus conclude that pediatric SARA scores are
not only determined by the factor ‘ataxia severity’, but also by age. Even under the condition that
SARA scores in ataxic children are high, the relatively smaller effect by SARA score age-dependency
could still influence SARA score outcome interpretation of longitudinal therapeutic trials. Due to
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age-related physiological development of the cerebellum, younger children revealed a stronger
age related effect on SARA scores than older children. This could also explain why medication trials
(such as idebenone treatment) have initially reported mild ataxia ‘improvement’ in young children
(e.g. at the early stage of Friedreich’s ataxia),14,15 whereas subsequent trials failed to substantiate this
effect.16,17 For reliable longitudinal interpretation of SARA scores in ataxic patients from childhood
to adulthood, this implicates that insight in the age-related norms is needed, first. In children older
than 11 years, we observed that SARA scores approached optimality, although values never became
identical to zero (range: 0–2). This is in line with previously published results in typically developing
adults, with mean scores at 0.4 (range 0–7.5).2 Even for the determination of a treatment effect in
children older than 11 years of age,2 one should thus still consider a SARA cut-off threshold above
the physiologic fluctuation (e.g. a cut-off threshold exceeding at least ‘two’). Altogether, depending
on the duration of the study and on the age of the patients, our data would support consideration
of a SARA cut-off threshold and also data interpretation according to the age-specific SARA score
norms.
Regarding SARA score reliability, we observed an acceptable, but not perfect, interobserver
agreement in typically developing children (ICC: 0.63). This is contrasted by the almost optimal
outcomes in adult ataxic patients (ICC: 0.98).2 Although interobserver agreement may thus appear
higher in adult patients with ataxia than in typically developing children, one should also consider
a potentially misleading effect by the mathematical calculation of the ICC. When interobserver
differences are similar, a parameter with a large range in scores will mathematically induce a higher
ICC outcome than a parameter with a small range of scores.18 From this perspective, typically
developing children with a small range in physiologically age-related SARA scores are more likely to
obtain a low ICC outcome than adult ataxic patients with a large range in pathology-related SARA
scores (mean SARA scores in typically developing children versus adult ataxic patients:2 10.5 versus
40). This potentially misleading effect is also illustrated by the ‘slight’ ICC of SARA speech sub-scores
(0.07; score fluctuation: 0–3), despite the high percentage of interobserver agreement (98%) on
SARA speech sub-scores. However, this mathematical calculation cannot explain the higher agedependent effect on the ‘SARA score reliability’ in the younger children, as the youngest children
(under the age of 8 years) also revealed the highest variance in SARA scores in combination with
the lowest percentage of interobserver agreement. In children younger than 8 years of life, we also
observed a wide 95% PI for total SARA scores. In this particularly young age group, this implicates
that longitudinal total SARA scores should be carefully interpreted. In contrast with the wide 95%
PI for total SARA scores, we observed smaller 95% PI intervals for SARA gait and kinetic sub-scores.
Considering the specifically small 95% PI interval for SARA gait, it is tempting to speculate that
SARA gait sub-scores provide a more stable parameter for longitudinal ataxia assessment in young
children than total SARA scores. In the near future, we aim to investigate this into further extent.
The lower interobserver agreement of physiologic SARA scores in typically developing
young children can be attributed to different factors. Firstly, young children have a relatively short
concentration span compared to older children. Furthermore, the variation in neurodevelopmental
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motor output is also higher in younger than older children. As disturbances in balance and
coordination by the developing immature cerebellum share similar characteristics with ataxia, SARA
scores may (partly) depend on the age-related interpretation by the observers. In this perspective,
it is prudent to adapt SARA cut-off values for pediatric therapeutic trials in accordance with the age
of the included children. Thus far, previous therapeutic studies have neglected to consider these
effects.14,15,19-21 For instance, a recent trial in children and adults with ataxia had interpreted a minimal
SARA cut-off threshold of only one point as indicative for ‘ataxia’ improvement.20 In perspective of
these findings, one may decide to rely on more methodologically convincing results.22
Altogether, the present study shows that the SARA sub-scores are age-dependent, both
regarding absolute SARA scores and interobserver agreement on the SARA scores. To enable
transparent and reliable SARA outcome interpretation in therapeutic trials, consideration of agerelated SARA cut-off thresholds above the physiologic SARA score variance is needed.
We acknowledge some limitations to this study. Firstly, as all video-recordings were
randomized amongst 22 assessors, not all assessors scored all typically developing children.
However, we controlled for this effect in the first 52 children. This revealed comparable outcomes
between the sampled and non-sampled groups. Secondly, our population included many
children with above average school performance and/or parents with high educational levels. As
intelligence could relate with motor performances,9 one cannot exclude a relationship with SARA
scores, beforehand. However, statistical analysis did not reveal a relationship between school
performances and total SARA scores. Thirdly, we are aware that the number of children per year of
age is relatively small and that potential effects by other variables may be overlooked by the small
sample size. Finally, the present study exclusively addressed the ataxia rating scale ‘SARA’. However,
given the high correlation between SARA and other ataxia rating scales (such as the International
Cooperative Ataxia Rating Scale and the Brief Ataxia Rating Scale),8,23,24 we would expect similar
results for the other ataxia rating scales, as well.
To conclude, current insights in the pediatric SARA construct reveals that SARA scores
can be reliably obtained in children over 8 years of life, provided that the longitudinal scores are
also interpreted according to age. Hopefully, these findings may contribute to uniform and reliable
interpretation of SARA scores from childhood to adulthood.
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SUPPLEMENTARY DATA
Table SI: Participant characteristics
Characteristics
Age (years)
Range
BMI (z-scores according to age) %
< -2
-2 ̶ -1
-1 ̶ 1
1 ̶ 2
> +2
Missing value (n)
Sport participation, %
<1h
1 ̶ 2h
2 ̶ 4h
4 ̶ 6h
>6h
Missing value (n)
School performance, %
A
B
C
D
E
Missing value (n)
Highest education achievement, mother, %
Higher education
Vocational education
Secondary school
Missing value (n)
Highest education achievement, father, %
Higher education
Vocational education
Secondary school
Missing value (n)

Females
(n=78)

Males
(n=78)

Total
(n=156)

4-16

4-16

4-16

3
12
66
14
5
5

4
6
68
18
4
0

3
9
67
16
5
5

4
32
29
19
16
1

5
22
27
24
22
0

5
27
28
22
18
1

40
38
21
0
1
6

44
26
22
3
5
5

42
32
21
2
3
11

60
32
8
1

65
31
4
2

62
32
6
3

60
27
13
1

62
24
14
4

61
26
14
5

6

BMI interpretation of cut-offs: <-2 = underweight, >+1SD = overweight (equivalent to BMI 25 kg/m2 at 19 years),
> +2SD = obesity (equivalent to BMI 30 kg/m2 at 19 years). Participation in sport in hours per week. School
performance is reported by the parents. A= excellent, B= above average, C= average, D= below average, E= poor.
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Chapter 6
Table SII: AIC’s of the different tested models
Model
Age
Age and Gender*
Age and BMI#
Age and sport participations
Age and school performances
Age and educational level father
Age and educational level mother

AIC
172.411
171.187
166.740
184.581
185.404
181.437
181.405

AIC’s given for the different tested models. We tested different models in which, beside age, other variables
could reveal a positive relationship with total SARA scores. The model with age only, revealed the best AIC and
therefore all other variables were excluded from our model. *The model Age and Gender revealed a lower AIC,
however the Likelihood Ratio (p=.073) did not reveal significant differences between the combined model and
the model with age alone. # = The AIC of the model Age and BMI was lower due to 5 missing values in the BMI
group. After exclusion of the missing variables, AIC of the model age was 164.740.
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Age-related reference values for SARA

6
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